Abstract. An inverse semigroup S with central idempotents, i.e. a strong semilattice of groups, will be called nilpotent, if it is finite and if for each prime divisor p¡ of the orders of the structure groups of S the sets P¡ = {s G S\ o(s) = pf", ks > 0} are subsemigroups of S. If 5 is a group, then P¡ are exactly the Sylow />,-subgroups of the group. A theory similar to that given by W. Burnside for finite nilpotcnt groups is developed introducing the concepts of ascending resp. descending central series in an inverse semigroup, and it is shown that almost all of the well-known properties of finite nilpotent groups do hold also for the class of finite inverse semigroups with central idempotents.
(f) Elements of G having relatively prime orders commute.
In the following we try to generalise the notion of nilpotency in groups to the class of inverse semigroups 5. It turns out that properties similar to (a)-(f) above do hold only under the additional assumption that the idempotents of S are central. Thus we suppose 5 to be a Clifford semigroup. Recall (see Howie [3] or Clifford-Preston [2] ) that a Clifford semigroup is defined as a semigroup (S, ■ ), such that (1) for every a G S there exists exactly one a"1 G S with aa'xa = a, a~xaa~x -a~l, (2) ae = ea for every a G S, e G E(S)(-the semilattice of idempotents in S). Equivalent to conditions (1) and (2) is the statement that S is a strong semilattice of groups Ga, i.e. S = UG", there is a congruence p on 5 such that S/p -Y is a semilattice isomorphic to E(S), every element of S/p being a subgroup Ga of 5 with identity ea, and to each pair a, ß G Y with a > ß a homomorphism <paß: Ga -» Gß is defined satisfying yßy o yaß = <pa^ for all a > ß > y; furthermore for aa G Ga, bß G Gß we have aabß = <Pa,y(aa)q>ß y(bß) G Gy, where y = aß in the semilattice Y (see Clifford [1] ).
Since normal subgroups of groups have to be replaced by congruences considering semigroups, we derive some results on congruences of Clifford semigroups in §2 using the notion of congruence pairs introduced by Petrich [8] . The concept of the commutator of two elements in a group can easily be generalised to inverse semigroups; we shall consider it in detail in §3, since it will be extremely useful in the investigation of nilpotent Clifford semigroups. The definition of nilpotency will be given in §4, where we shall develop a theory analogous to that established by Burnside for nilpotent groups.
2. Normal subsemigroups and congruence pairs. We recall the definition of congruence pairs and corresponding congruences given by Petrich [8] , which yields the knowledge of all homomorphic images of an arbitrary inverse semigroup.
Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E(S); a subsemigroup N of S is called "normal", if (1) a G N => a~x G iV; (2) E(S) C N; (3) s~xNs C N for all s G S. A congruence £ on (£(S), •) is called "normal", if e£f (e, /G E(S)) implies s~xes£s~]fs for every 5 G S\ A pair (|,e /V), £ and N normal, is called "congruence pair of S", if
(1) ae G N, efr^a (a G 5, e G E(S)) => a G N.
(2) a G N => a~xea£a~xae for every e G E(S). If (£, N ) is a congruence pair of S, then k(£, N ) defined by aic(£,N)b** a-xaibxb and ab~x G N, is a congruence on S whose restriction to E(S), trie, equals £, and whose kernel ker K = [s G S | sice for some e G E(S)} is N. Conversely, if p is any congruence on S, then (trp, kerp) is a congruence pair of S and p = «(trp, kerp); the correspondence (£, N) -» /c(£, N) resp. p -» (trp,kerp) is one-to-one. In the following only those congruence pairs (£, N) will be needed where £ = e, the identity relation on E(S), which is normal trivially. The corresponding congruences k(e, yV) clearly are idempotent-separating, i.e. e«/, e, /G E(S) => e =/. Concerning the existence of such pairs we have by Mitsch [7, Proposition 2] : If 5 is an inverse semigroup and N a normal subsemigroup of S, then (e, N) is a congruence pair of S, iff ae = ea for every a G /V, e G E(S); in particular: every pair (e, N) is a congruence pair, iff 5 is a Clifford semigroup. Lemma 2.1. Let S be an inverse semigroup and Z(S) = {a G S | as = sa for every s G S}. Then (e, Z(S)) is a congruence pair of S iff S is a Clifford semigroup.
Proof. In order to prove sufficiency, we have only to show that (Z(S), •) is a normal subsemigroup of S. By hypothesis E(S) C Z(S); a, b G Z{S) implies ab G Z{S) evidently. Let a G Z(S); then as~x = s~xa for every s G S, thus sa~x = a~xs by taking inverses and a~x G Z(S). Finally let a G Z(S), x, s G S; then s(x~xax) = s(xxa)x = sax~xx = asx~xx = a(x~xx)s = (x~xax)s, thus xxax G Z(S) for every x E S. Necessity is clear, since E(S) C Z(S) means that the idempotents of S are central. 3. Commutators in inverse semigroups. The concept of the "commutator of two elements x, y of an inverse semigroup 5 " can be defined in the same way as for a group: [x, y] = x~xy~xxy. Similarly by the "commutator semigroup T generated by the subset T of 5"' we mean the least inverse subsemigroup of S containing all the commutators [x, y] of arbitrary elements x, y of T. For T -S we call S" the "commutator semigroup of S". The condition that S be a Clifford semigroup in Proposition 3.1 cannot be weakened, as the following corollary shows.
Corollary

In an inverse semigroup S [a, b] G E(S) implies ab = ba for elements a, b of S iff S is a Clifford semigroup.
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious by Proposition 3.1(a). Necessity. Let a G S,e G E(S); then (a~xea)(a~xea) = a~xe(aa~x)ea = (a'xaa~x)ea -a~xea, thus a'xea G E(S) and therefore [e, a] = e(a~xea) G £(5'). By hypothesis this implies ae = ea for every a G S, e G E( S ), which means that the idempotents of 5 are central.
The commutator semigroup S' of a Clifford semigroup S is always a normal subsemigroup of S: by definition S' is an inverse subsemigroup of S; E(S) C S' trivially; let a G S", s G S, then a is a product of commutators of S-suppose first that a = 
By (a) the semigroup (S/S", ■) is commutative, thus every factor semigroup of it, too, and so is S/p. Conversely let S/p be commutative for some congruence p on S. The congruence pair defining p is given by (trp,kerp); comparing this with the congruence pair (e, 5") in the ordering of Corollary 4.5 in Petrich [8] we have: e < trp trivially; moreover 5" C kerp, since for any x G S', x -[s, t] it follows stpts (S/p is commutative), thus t~xstpt'xtspst~xt and s~xt'xstp(s~xs)(t~xt), consequently [s, t]pe for some e G E(S), which implies that x = [s, t] G kerp; also every product of commutators on S belongs to kerp (since kerp is normal in S); hence we obtain (e, S") *s (trp, kerp), i.e. k = «(e, S') < p = p(trp,kerp).
(c) This is assertion (b) formulated by means of normal subsemigroups, since for any (normal) congruence £ on E(S) we have £ 3= e trivially.
4. Nilpotent Clifford semigroups. The 'best' definition of nilpotency for our purposes is that which corresponds to property (a) of finite nilpotent groups above: for every prime divisor of the order of the group there exists exactly one Sylow subgroup.
Definition. Let S be a finite Clifford semigroup, S = U Ga, a G Y. For every s G S let o(s) denote the order of s in the group G", to which it belongs; further let Pi,... ,p" be all the prime divisors of the orders of the groups Ga, a G Y. Then S will be called "nilpotent", if the following subsets of 5 are subsemigroups (/' = 1,...,«): P,= {seS\o(s)=pî;kM>0}.
Remarks. (1) If 5 is a group of finite order, then P¡ are exactly the Sylow /7,-subgroups of G. Thus if S is Clifford, we shall call P¡ the "Sylow />rsubsemigroups of S"-by definition, there exists one and only one such for every prime-divisorpj (/= 1,...,«).
(2) Pl■ ¥= 0 (i = 1,...,«), since for every idempotent ea G E(S), a G Y, and every prime Pj (i = 1,... ,n) we have: o(ea) = 1 = pf in Ga implying E(S) Ç p¡ for all /'. (3) Every subsemigroup £ of a nilpotent Clifford semigroup is nilpotent, too. In fact: since S is finite, each of the defining groups Ga, a G Y, is finite; thus for every a G T, i.e. a G Ga for some a G Y, the inverse a~x belongs to the subgroup of Ga generated by a in Ga: a"' G {a, a2,... ,ar~x); this set belongs to T, since T is a subsemigroup of S, consequently (T, ■) is an inverse subsemigroup of S, which moreover has only central idempotents, trivially, i.e. T is a Clifford semigroup. T is nilpotent, since A¡ -{x GT\ o(x) = pf} = Pl n T, where P¡ and T are both subsemigroups of S, consequently A i& a subsemigroup of T, too.
Similarly to commutative Clifford semigroups (compare Corollary IV, 2.2 of Howie [3] ) nilpotent Clifford semigroups can be described by their defining groups in a simple way-they are exactly those Clifford semigroups which are built up by nilpotent groups, providing enough examples of nilpotent Clifford semigroups. Proof. First let Ga be nilpotent for each a G Y; then every Ga has exactly one Sylow /7,-subgroup with p¡ prime divisor of the order of Ga. Let a, b G P¡ = {s G S | o(s) = p\\ ks > 0}; then for a G Ga, b G Gß the elements a resp. b belong to the Sylow /7,-subgroup of Ga resp. Gß. If y = aß in the semilattice Y, then ab = <pa,y(a)<Pß,y(b), where yay: Ga -» Gy, yßy: Gß -» Gy are the defining structure homomorphisms. Since any homomorphic image of a />-group is a /?-group again, the elements <pay(a) resp. <pßy(b) belong to the Sylow /?rsubgroup of Gy, consequently their product, too. Thus o(ab) = p\ and ab G P¡.
Conversely let S be nilpotent and let p¡(i = 1,... ,k) be the prime divisors of the order of Ga, a G Y fixed. We show that 7}-= {g £ Ga| o(g) = p¡, r> 0}, i = \,...,k, is a subgroup of Ga: first we note that Tt -Ga n P¡, where both Ga and £, are subsemigroups of S, thus 7] also in Ga; but since Ga is finite, T¡ is a subgroup of Ga; now by definition T¡ is the only Sylow /?,-subgroup of Ga and we conclude by If S is a finite nilpotent Clifford semigroup, then every element admits a representation as a product of pairwise commuting elements in the Sylow subsemigroups of S, i.e. s G S implies that s = qx ■ ■ ■ qn with q¡ G P¡ and q,q} ~ q]q¡ (i ¥=j), i, j = \,...,n.
Nilpotent groups G are exactly those which are the direct product of their Sylow /^-subgroups (G) (p¡a prime divisor of the order of G); thus every element of G admits a unique factorisation into elements of (G)p (i = l,...,k).
For nilpotent Clifford semigroups S we have by the corollary above indeed a representation of any element of 5 as a product of commuting elements in the Sylow subsemigroups £, of S, but uniqueness is valid only "up to idempotent factors". where ea is the identity of Ga.
Proof. Necessity. Let s = axa2 ■ ■ ■ an with s G Ga and a, G Ga. Since a = a]a2 ■ ■ ■ an in Y, it follows that a < a¡. Thus aat = a. However, s = eas = (eaa,)(eafl2)
• • ■ (eaan) and eaa, G Gaa = Ga; the uniqueness of eaax,... ,eaan now follows since Ga is a nilpotent group (by Theorem 4.1) and since a, G Pt => eaa¡ G Pi.
Sufficiency. By Theorem 4.1 we need only to prove that every Ga, a G Y, is nilpotent. By way of contradiction we suppose that there exists a group G = Ga, a G Y, which has two different Sylow/7,-subgroups G, and G2 (p¡ a prime divisor of the order of Ga). Let g G G, Ç G, g & G2; then with e = ea we have a representation g = e ■ ■ ■ ege ■ ■ ■ e where e G P¡ (j ¥= i) and g G Pt. Now every finite group is the product of its Sylow subgroups Gp ; by Huppert [ 
Thusz G Z(S).
Remark. In the proof of the following proposition we shall make use of the following observation: if N is any normal subsemigroup of a finite Clifford semigroup S, then the set {q¡\j~ \,... (2) Conversely let K-= £(5) for somej G N; then it is easily seen that K/Ga) Ç K/S) = E(S) for each of the defining groups Ga, a G Y, of S. Since Kj(Ga) G Ga for every a G F and since Ga has exactly one idempotent, the identity ea, we get K/Ga) -{ea}. This means that for every a G F there isya <j such that K,(Ga) = {ea}; thus by Huppert [5, Satz III.2.3] , every GQ is nilpotent, and consequently S is nilpotent, too (by Theorem 4.1).
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Corollary.
A finite Clifford semigroup S is nilpotent iff its descending central series terminates in E(S), or equivalently: iff its ascending central series terminates in S.
Another necessary and sufficient condition for the nilpotency of a Clifford semigroup is the following: Conversely let S be nilpotent, a, b G S elements with relatively prime orders; then a G Ga, b G Gß and ab, ba G Gaß = Gy (a, ß, y -aß G Y), where by Theorem 4.1 Gy is nilpotent. We have ab -<pa,y(a)<pß,y(b) G Gy; since the order of the image of a resp. b under the corresponding structure homomorphism <pa y resp. <pß is a divisor of the order of a resp. b, the orders of <pay(a) and <Pß^Y(b) in Gy are relatively prime <p(S) = S/p is nilpotent by Theorem 4.7 (2) . Since every homomorphic image of a nilpotent Clifford semigroup is again nilpotent (the Corollary of Theorem 4.6), also (S/p)/(k/p) is nilpotent and so is S/k = <p(S) = T. Added in proof. Using the commutator calculus in inverse semigroups developed in §3 "solvable" Clifford semigroups can be defined; these will be considered in a subsequent paper.
